Introduction
============

Suicide is a complex phenomenon that for decades has attracted the attention of scientists in different domains such as psychology, sociology and philosophy. About one million people commit suicide worldwide each year.[@b1-bii-suppl-1-2012-165] Suicide is reported as the 11th leading cause of death in United states.[@b2-bii-suppl-1-2012-165] It is a serious public health problem that demands attention and prevention. Although prevention is not an easy task, monitoring people's mental health and performing early actions can reduce the number of suicides. A person at risk of suicide is likely to talk or write about his or her feelings, many times in social network sites or via email, which highlights the importance of natural language processing for automated monitoring and preventive purposes.

The i2b2/VA/Cincinnati Sentiment classification challenge is a shared task that required automated identification of emotions in suicide notes. The participants were asked to find emotions in the notes at the sentence level. This is a multi-class classification problem where each sentence can accept any of the final categories of emotion. The emotions include: hopelessness, guilt, sorrow, blame, anger, abuse, fear, forgiveness, thankfulness, love, pride, hopefulness, and happiness/peacefulness. There are also two objective categories: information and instruction. A total of 900 annotated suicide notes were used for this task, 600 of them were used for training and 300 kept for testing purposes. More detailed information about the task and the annotated data are published separately.[@b3-bii-suppl-1-2012-165]

In this paper we present our approach to the sentiment classification problem defined for the shared task. The proposed method is a hybrid approach that combines machine learning and rule based techniques. We designed a rule-based engine and trained a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier for each possible emotion. A set of syntactic and semantic features are extracted from sentences to build the rules and train the classifier. In order to generate the sentence features we propose a new approach to identify a sentence's clauses and its constitutive grammatical elements and to use them to measure the polarity (a quantitative measure of the positive or negative feelings reflected in it) of a given sentence.

Background
==========

Recently, the natural language research community has demonstrated an increased interest in the analysis of "sentiment" or emotions in text documents in different domains. Several rule based[@b4-bii-suppl-1-2012-165]--[@b6-bii-suppl-1-2012-165] and machine learning based approaches[@b7-bii-suppl-1-2012-165],[@b8-bii-suppl-1-2012-165] have been developed for emotion identification in text. Lu et al[@b6-bii-suppl-1-2012-165] developed a system that classified a sentence into 4 emotion categories; they applied a rule-based emotion recognizer that is based on keyword spotting and event extraction from text. A set of rules were defined by considering the relation of the verb, subject and the object of the sentence. The common actions between users of a chatting room and real life objects such as "book" or "jewelry" were extracted from web and the objects were classified into affective categories. Manual rules were then utilized for classifying a sentence based on the relation of the verb, subject and the categorized objects. Andreevskaia et al[@b4-bii-suppl-1-2012-165] compared two different approaches on news headline sentiment detection: a knowledge-based, unsupervised approach with a supervised machine learning approach. The knowledge based approach uses a list of subjective words and considers the impact of polarity shifters on the word's polarity score by defining a set of rules. Their study show that the knowledge based approach can produce high quality results with good precision while the supervised approach generated results with good recall and low precision. Cambria et al[@b10-bii-suppl-1-2012-165] utilized ConceptNet[@b11-bii-suppl-1-2012-165] and WordNet-Affect[@b9-bii-suppl-1-2012-165] in defining emotion vectors; they used clustering techniques to find the most similar emotion vector to a sentence vector and assigned that emotion to the sentence. Neviarouskaya et al[@b8-bii-suppl-1-2012-165] developed a machine learning based tool that extracts emotions from text and the extracted emotion is then used to create a 3D virtual model. They created a lexicon containing a set of trigger words for each emotion that were mainly taken from Wordnet-Affect.[@b9-bii-suppl-1-2012-165]

Methods
=======

Our proposed method is a combination of rule-based and machine learning techniques. To handle the multi-class classification problem we implemented an emotion detector component for each of the 15 emotion categories ([Fig. 1A](#f1-bii-suppl-1-2012-165){ref-type="fig"}). Each emotion detector component consists of a rule engine and an SVM classifier (illustrated in [Fig. 1B](#f1-bii-suppl-1-2012-165){ref-type="fig"}).

The design of the rule engine applies a triple logic whereby the output of the rule engine can be 0 (the emotion is not present), 1 (the emotion is present), or 2 (the presence of the emotion cannot be determined by the rules). For 0 or 1, that would be the final decision for the related emotion. Otherwise (output is 2), the sentence will be a candidate for the SVM training set. In fact, for a given emotion the classifier is trained on sentences that were not covered by any of the rules. Thus, the rules are applied first on a sentence and if the result of the rule engine is 2, the final decision is based on the classifier's result. This approach was taken given empirical testing showed that using the rules ahead of the classifier resulted in higher f-measure. The main components of the system are: preprocessing, rule engine and SVM classifier. Each component is explained in detail in the following sections.

Preprocessing
-------------

*Spelling and structural error correction*. The suicide notes in the shared task dataset are typed from the scanned version of the original notes. The process introduced many spelling and syntactic mistakes such as using symbols or spaces in the wrong place; For example "don\*t" is an example where asterisk is used instead of apostrophe and "I 've" is an examples of unexpected space. For spelling correction we used Text::SpellChecker which is a perl CPAN[^a^](#fn1-bii-suppl-1-2012-165){ref-type="fn"} module that deals with a block of text to correct the misspellings; it uses GNU Aspell,[^b^](#fn2-bii-suppl-1-2012-165){ref-type="fn"} a free and open source spell checker, which its main feature is that it suggests possible replacements for a misspelled word. Considering the common mistakes in the training data, we prepared a script to automatically do the required replacements. However, for the rest of the misspelled words the system requires the user to manually select from the list of suggestions.

*Parsing and POS tagging*. We used Stanford parser,[@b12-bii-suppl-1-2012-165] to parse the sentences and Stanford tagger[@b13-bii-suppl-1-2012-165] for the part of speech tagging. Stanford dependencies were utilized to extract the sentence syntactic elements (subject, verb, object, and others) in the next steps.

*Name entity recognition*. Detecting some of the determinative entities such as persons, locations, phone numbers and others in a sentence is necessary in our method for defining the rules. We used ConceptNet[@b11-bii-suppl-1-2012-165] as a knowledge base for named entity recognition, where for example we could determine that "daughter" is a human and "desk" is an object. In addition we have used regular expression to detect addresses, phone numbers, and names.

Rule engine
-----------

The rule engine consists of two sets of rules for each emotion: positive rules (where if the rule premise is satisfied the emotion is likely present in the sentence); and negative rules (where if the rule premise is satisfied the emotion is likely to not exist in the sentence). If a sentence is not covered by either group of the rules it is passed to the SVM classifier for the final decision. The rules for each emotion are based on lexical and emotional clues in the sentences. The simplest lexical clues are based on the presence of common vocabulary or language expressions which people use for expressing an emotion (eg, "thank" for "thankfulness" or "forgive" for "forgiveness"). More complex lexical clues consider additional features other than keywords and will be discussed in the following sections. Emotional clues are real-life conditions that a person experiences that trigger or indicate a specific emotion. Both lexical and emotional clues were manually extracted by analyzing the training data. A few examples of the emotional clues are listed in [Table 1](#t1-bii-suppl-1-2012-165){ref-type="table"}.

In order to find the emotions, we defined a rule for each clue. A set of syntactic and semantic features of the sentence were extracted. The syntactic features include: sentence clauses, verb, subjects, objects, indirect objects, complements, adjectives, adverbs, verb auxiliaries and other grammatical elements. The semantic features include: subject or object type (eg, first, second or third person), verb tense, verb polarity, and verb argument's polarity (eg, object polarity).

In defining the rules we considered the relation of the verb and the semantic roles in the sentence. Consider "forgive" as the main verb of a clause. If the subject of "forgive" is a first person then the emotion label will be different from when the subject is second or third person and the object is first person; the former will usually be labeled as "forgiveness" while the latter will be labeled as "guilt". Examples of translating an emotional clue to a rule are shown in [Table 2](#t2-bii-suppl-1-2012-165){ref-type="table"}.

Feature extraction
------------------

In order to define the rules based on the clues, syntactic and semantic features should be extracted from the sentence. In some rules only lexical features are included, while some other rules need polarity features of the whole sentence or the sentence elements. For example for category "thankfulness", if the value of the verb belongs to "thank, appreciate, apprise \..." then the verb condition is satisfied; while in detecting "hopelessness", when the person describes himself/herself with a negative adjective, the polarity of the adjective is considered to satisfy part of the rule condition rather than the exact value of the adjective. The calculation of sentence polarity is explained in the Polarity Measurement section. In the following sections we briefly explain how we extracted grammatical elements followed by an illustration of our approach in finding negations in the sentence. Then our proposed method for polarity measurement is elaborated. Finally our method for building a bag of trigger words for each emotion is described.

Finding the grammatical relations
---------------------------------

Each sentence was analyzed at the clause level. A clause is a part of a sentence which has only one main verb. We used Stanford dependencies to extract the grammatical relations. The dependencies represent the grammatical relationships with arguments of a relation being the words. The offset of an argument in the sentence is also attached to it. The sentence clauses were built from the dependencies. For example consider the generated dependencies for the sentence "I hope you will forgive me.": nsubj(hope-2, I-1)nsubj(forgive-5, you-3)aux(forgive-5, will-4)ccomp(hope-2, forgive-5)dobj(forgive-5, me-6)where "nsubj" is the name of the relation and indicates that "hope"(hope-2) which is the second word in the sentence is the verb and "I" (I-1) which is the first word is the subject. "dobj" is another relation that shows "me" is the object of "forgive". Stanford type dependencies are explained in detail by Marneffe et al.[@b14-bii-suppl-1-2012-165]

To build the clauses, first we consider the relations that include a verb as part of the relation, such as (nsubj, dobj, cop) and build the clause by adding the verb and the corresponding element in the relation. In order to find other elements of the clauses such as subjects, objects, indirect objects, complements and their modifiers (adjective or adverbs) we loop through all dependency lines and modify the existing clauses. For example by analyzing the dependency aux(forgive-5, will-4), we add "will" to the list of auxiliaries of the verb "forgive". From the dependency line ccomp(hope-2, forgive-5) which shows a clausal complement relation, we add the clause that has the verb "forgive" to the list of dependent clauses of the clause with the main verb "hope". Therefore we convert each sentence to a list of nested clauses where each clause can have various grammatical elements. We consider the relations between different clauses in a sentence by analyzing relations such as "ccomp".

Negation detection
------------------

Negation in this context is more complex than in other more direct genres, such as biomedical literature or clinical records, where a lot of work has been done to process negations. We determine the negated words by initially considering special relations in the dependencies such as "neg", where it illustrates the relation between negation words and the target word. Consider the sentence "I don't know \...", the negated verb can easily be detected by processing the related dependency "neg(know-4, n't-3)". However, sometimes a concept is semantically negated but there is no direct negation relation in the dependencies. For example in the sentence "I don't want to leave you alone", "leave" is semantically negated and this can be determined by processing the governor clause ("I don't want \...").

In addition to dependency analysis, we consider the presence of semantically negative words (eg, "no one", "nobody", "without") to detect negated words. The presence of the conjunctives such as "but" and "except" also can negate the meaning. Consider the sentence "no one is to blame except me.", the phrase "no one" has negated "blame" and the conjunction "except" has negated it again, therefore overall the verb "blame" is not considered as negated and the sentence has the concept of blame.

Polarity measurement
--------------------

Effective sentiment analysis of the sentences has a positive impact on the accuracy of our proposed method. The possibility that we can find "happiness_peacefulness" in a sentence with a negative tone (polarity) is very low. On the other hand a sentence with positive polarity is not likely to reflect "blame" or "guilt".

Here we propose a novel approach to measure sentence polarity. In our approach, sentence polarity is calculated as an integer number; positive numbers are associated with positive sentences and negative sentences have negative numbers as their polarities and the polarity of neutral sentences is 0. If we consider a sentence (S) as a set of clauses(cls) and phrases, sentence polarity is calculated based on [Equation 1](#FD1){ref-type="disp-formula"}: $$\begin{array}{ll}
{\text{S} =} & \left\{ {\text{cls}_{1},\ldots,\text{cls}_{\text{n}},\text{phrase}_{1},\ldots,\text{phrase}_{\text{m}}} \right\} \\
 & {\mathit{pol}\left( S \right) = \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}{\mathit{pol}\left( \mathit{cls}_{i} \right)} + \sum\limits_{j = 1}^{m}{\mathit{pol}\left( \mathit{phrase}_{j} \right)}} \\
\end{array}$$

[Equation 1](#FD1){ref-type="disp-formula"}: Sentence polarity

where cls~i~ is a clause and phrase~j~ is a phrase in the sentence such as noun phrase or adjective phrase which is not included in any of the sentence clauses with a verb. The polarity of each clause is calculated as the sum of the polarity of the verb, objects and the complements ([Equation 2](#FD2){ref-type="disp-formula"}): $$\mathit{pol}\left( \mathit{cls} \right) = \mathit{pol}\left( \mathit{verb} \right) + \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}{\mathit{pol}\left( \mathit{obj}_{i} \right)} + \sum\limits_{j = 1}^{m}{\mathit{pol}\left( \mathit{compl}_{j} \right)}$$

[Equation 2](#FD2){ref-type="disp-formula"}: Clause polarity

where "verb" is the lemma of the verb of the clause that can be a phrasal verb also, "obj" can be the direct or the indirect object and "compl" is the complement of the clause.

The polarity number for the individual words is acquired from the Subjectivity Lexicon[^c^](#fn3-bii-suppl-1-2012-165){ref-type="fn"} which contains the polarity of approximately 8000 English words. More explanation about the lexicon can be found in Wilson et al[@b15-bii-suppl-1-2012-165]. The polarity can be +1, −1 or 0; and the intensity can be weak or strong. Considering the intensity of the polarities, we define the initial polarity of each word as an integer between −2 and +2. If a word is negated the polarity number will also be negated. In addition to negations, we incorporate the impact of other modifiers such as adjective or adverbs (eg, "good", "terribly") on the polarity of a word. Consider the phrase "poor children": although the polarity of "children" is 0, when incorporating its modifier the polarity will be −1. Based on the proposed algorithm, the polarity of the phrase "truly sorry" is −4, since the polarity of "sorry" is −2, and the polarity of "truly" is +2. The algorithm whereby we calculate the polarity of a single word considering its modifiers is presented in [Table 3](#t3-bii-suppl-1-2012-165){ref-type="table"}.

Building the list of keywords for emotions
------------------------------------------

In order to build the rules based on lexical clues, we need to utilize a list of possible trigger words for each category. For example, one of the rules to detect "happiness_peacefulness" is to look for adjectives describing happiness or joy within the complements of a clause with a first person subject (eg, "I am happy"). In addition, while processing the emotional clues aside from measuring the polarities, for some rules we need to consider the base values (lemma) of the sentence elements and limit the range of acceptable values. For example, to satisfy this emotional clue: "If the continuation of life appears to be impossible for the person.", the verb of the clause should belong to the following set of verbs and their synonyms: {"go on", "continue", "stand", \....}.

We generated the list of triggers by collecting the words from different resources. For some emotions we prepared a list of seed words based on the words with the highest TF-IDF(Term Frequency-Inverse document Frequency) in that emotion from the training data and expanded the list using Wordnet[@b16-bii-suppl-1-2012-165] synonyms. A large number of keywords are also from Wordnet-Affect.[@b9-bii-suppl-1-2012-165] For some other emotions we collected the possible triggers by selecting all the sentences with the target emotion and extracting the verbs and complements. The collected words are stored into the database with the corresponding part of speech.

SVM classifier
--------------

In each Emotion detector component shown in [Figure1](#f1-bii-suppl-1-2012-165){ref-type="fig"} a trained SVM classifier is utilized. First the rules are applied on the sentences in the train set and those that are not covered by any rule are used as instances for training the classifier. We used SVMLight[@b17-bii-suppl-1-2012-165] library with polynomial kernel to train 15 SVM models, one for each emotion. For each sentence, the following attributes are calculated: TF-IDF features: TF-IDF vector of the sentence used as a set of features. Each keyword in the sentence used as a feature which has value equal to TF-IDF weight of the word. We also included TF-IDF of the next and previous sentences.Syntactical features: Number of sentences in the document, number of words in the sentence, the sentence offset in the note.Clausal features: a sentence is divided to clauses and each clause element was used as a clause feature.

Results
=======

We evaluated the performance of the system based on the gold standard released by the challenge organizers. There were 600 training notes and 300 test notes. The system performance was measured using micro-average of three standard measures: recall (R), precision (P) and F-measure (F). We present the system performance results for different experiments in [Table 4](#t4-bii-suppl-1-2012-165){ref-type="table"}. We compared the performance of the system when we just applied rule-based or machine learning methods with the experiments where we applied a combination of both. In one experiment (ML only), we applied machine learning to a limited number of emotions for which the classifier generated acceptable results (love, guilt, hopelessness, information). Then, in order to incorporate other emotions, rules were first applied and classifiers were utilized in 4 emotions with acceptable classification results (Rule+ML1). The system performance was tested in another experiment (Rule+ML2) while the rules and the classifier were used for all the emotions.

For a given sentence, true positives are the number of emotions that are both assigned by the system and exist in the gold standard. False positives are the number of emotions that are assigned by the system but do not exist in the gold standard. The emotions that are assigned to the sentence just in the gold standard but not by the system are considered as false negatives.

Using machine learning without rules resulted in micro-average f-measure of 41.96%, while using rules alone resulted in the f-measure of 45.95%. Then we applied the combination of machine learning and rules (Rule + ML2) for all emotions and the f-measure increased to 47.36%. In the Rule + ML1experiment where we removed the emotions with small training instances (eg, "abuse") we had 0.14% increase in the performance and reached to 47.50% of f-measure.

Discussion
==========

As shown in [Table 4](#t4-bii-suppl-1-2012-165){ref-type="table"}, the f-measure increased by just by 1.55 percent when we applied the classifier over the rules' results. This can be due to the fact that most of the sentences that have obvious lexical clues are handled by the rules and the classifier could not handle the more complicated sentences to significantly improve the results. We observed that using SVM for some emotions like "blame" generated more false positives than true positives which resulted in overall reduction of the performance, forcing us to just use rules for those emotions (all emotions except *love, guilt, hopelessness, information*). We also limited the number of rules for those emotions since rule engine also generated high number of false positives. Although in the training data the system could find true positives, the rules were not enough to cover the test cases for some emotion categories (hopefulness, blame, anger and abuse) which caused their result to become zero. However we could eliminate zero results for some categories by doing further tuning on SVM parameters and applying the classifier on top of the rules for all the emotions (Rule + ML2).
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In general, dealing with the subjective data that contains ambiguity is a challenging task. For a given sentence two different persons may find different emotions while there is no obvious clue or difference in the context of the sentences. In this task the sentence level inter-annotation agreement is reported as 54.6%. This ambiguous nature was the source of a large part of the false positives and false negatives of the system. For example the sentence "please forgive me." was tagged as reflecting "guilt" in many of the notes, while in some other notes there was no emotion assigned to it.

Some of the rules in our system are based on the lexical clues and mainly are based on the presence of some trigger words or phrases. However, based on the training data, some emotions share common triggers; for example "sorry" is common in the sentences with "sorrow", "guilt" and "hopelessness". In addition some of the emotional clues are also common between different emotions. There are delicate semantic differences in the context of such sentences that leads the sentences to reflect different emotions; many of such differences are handled in the defined rules and the unhandled cases caused part of the system errors.

As we explained in the Methods section, the rules are defined based on the extracted semantic roles in the sentences which are defined based on the output of Stanford parser. Part of the system errors are related to erroneous dependencies in the parser output that partially are caused by the nature of the sentences that contain many grammatical errors.

Furthermore, a large number of false negatives are caused by using just a limited number of rules that were based on the most obvious clues. By extracting more emotional clues for each category and defining the corresponding rules, many of the uncovered sentences will be handled and the performance can be improved.

Conclusion
==========

We presented our approach in sentiment analysis of the suicide notes which is submitted to i2b2/ VA/Cincinnati shared task 2011. The task required finding the possible emotions in the sentences of suicide notes. We proposed a hybrid system that utilized a set of defined rules and trained classifiers for each emotion. A set of syntactic and semantic features were extracted from sentences and were used as classifier features and also in defining the rules. We proposed a new approach for measuring the polarity of a sentence by considering the relationships between the grammatical elements of the sentence. In addition, an algorithm was proposed to extract the sentence clauses and the constitutive grammatical elements.

We have reached an f-measure of 47.50% with precision of 41.79% and recall of 55.03%. As we discussed, there are delicate semantic differences between some of the sentences reflecting different emotions; we handled part of them by defining the semantic features. Adding more syntactic and semantic features for training the classifier can improve the performance of the SVM classifier. In addition we plan to improve our proposed method in semantic role extraction from sentences. Utilizing logic and reasoning and generally automating the process of the rule generation are other future plans to explore.
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###### 

Examples of emotional clues.

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Emotion**                                                                                                 **Reasoning**                                                                               **Example**
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------
  *Hopelessness*                                                                                              If the continuation of life appears to be impossible for the person.                        I can't go on living like this.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                          I am very weak.

  If the person describes himself/herself with a characteristic showing inadequateness                                                                                                                    

  *Guilt*                                                                                                     If the person ask forgiveness from others.                                                  Please forgive me.

  If the person blame her/himself for doing or being bad with others or doing unpleasant actions to others.   I am such an anxiety to you.                                                                

  *Blame*                                                                                                     If the person blames other people for their current emotional state or actions they took.   You have killed everything in my soul.

  *Happiness_peacefulness*                                                                                    If the person describe him/herself happy and the polarity of the sentence is positive.      I am so happy to go.
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

Examples of "*hopelessness*" clues and the corresponding rule.

  **Clue**                                                      **Rule**
  ------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  If the person express weakness in life.                       If is_first_person(subj) & verb_aux is a member of \[can, could, ca\] & is_negated(verb) & verb_tense = = presnet & verb polarity \> 0 then hopelessness exists.
  If the person feels the continuation of life is impossible.   If is_first_person(subj) & verb is a member of \[go on, continue, bear,...\] & is_negated(verb) then hopelessness exists.

###### 

Word polarity calculation.

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  //The initial polarities are taken from Subjectivity Lexicon[@b3-bii-suppl-1-2012-165]
  **word_polarity ← get word polarity from db (subjectivity Lexicon);**
  //List of the modifiers(adjectives and adverbs) of the word are extracted by the system
  **modifiers ← get the list of all modifiers for the word;**
  **if the word is negated then word_polarity ← -(word_polarity)**
  **for each modifier**
    **modifier_polarity ← get modifier polarity from db;**
    **if modifier_polarity == 0 then word_polarity remains unchanged**
    **else** //if word modifier's polarity is not 0
      //The polarity of the non polar words are changed to their modifiers' polarity
      **if word_polarity == 0 then word_polarity ← modifier_polarity;**
      //The polarity of a negative word is intensified by its modifier polarity eg. "truly sorry"
      **else if word_polarity** \< **0 then**
        **word_polarity ← word_polarity\_\|modifier_polarity\|**
      //The polarity of the positive words are increased by positive modifiers
      **else if word_polarity** \> **0 and modifier_polarity** \> **0 then**
          **word_polarity ← word_polarity +modifier_polarity**
      //The polarity of the positive words is changed to negative by negative modifiers while it is intensified
      **else if word_polarity** \> **0 and modifier_polarity** \< **0 then**
          **word_polarity ← -(word_polarity + \|modifier_polarity\|)**
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

System result on test set for different experiments; the best micro-average f-measure achieved while using a combination of rule-based and machine learning for limited categories (Rule + ML1).

  **Method**                                  **Precision**   **Recall**   **F-measure**
  ------------------------------------------- --------------- ------------ ---------------
  Machine Learning (ML) only                  60.11           32.23        41.96
  Rule-based                                  43.85           48.27        45.95
  Rule + ML2(ML used for all emotions)        43.84           51.49        47.36
  Rule + ML1(ML used for selected emotions)   **41.79**       **55.03**    **47.50**
